CASE STUDY

Hokkaido University
English Online

GlexaMotion

Hokkaido University (Sapporo, Japan) has offered
a fully online English language course since 2006.
All 2600 freshmen take this course during their
first semester. 5 instructors and 15 teaching
assistants use Glexa to improve the students'
receptive and productive skills. In 2013, freshmen
obtained the highest mean scores for TOEFL-ITP
in the course's 8-year history.

Real-life language is often a one-time encounter.
Airport announcements don't repeat themselves,
movies don't wait for their audiences. Audiovisual
recordings that allow pausing, rewinding and
playback are unrealistic.

GlexaQuiz
Hokkaido University want students to listen
actively. GlexaQuiz asks students to arrange
sentences in the correct order while watching
videos or listening to songs. Students may see
verbatim transcriptions or sentences edited for
written language. Rearranging sentences holds
the students' attention, and allows them to
succeed without recognizing every single word,
somewhat analogous to what we experience in
the real world.

GlexaMotion forces learners to focus by giving
students exactly one chance to understand the
video clip. GlexaMotion asks questions without
warning, similarly to teachers cold-calling
students. Too slow to respond? You lose your
turn.

Click on Cue
Gestures occasionally convey information that is
not present in the audio medium. The fact that
students rarely gesture when talking is evidence
of the dearth of audio-visual language learning.
Glexa's click-on-cue feature allows students to
respond when they see gestures that complement
spoken language.
Click-on-cue is also used to identify boundaries in
speech, for example, to identify breaks in radio
news stories reported by the same announcer.

Video and transcript courtesy of ibioseminars.org.

GlexaPitch

GlexaPhone

Prosody (that is, features such as intonation,
speed, and rhythm) may be partially self-taught,
because the underlying skills are found in most
languages. GlexaPitch shows prosody as pitch
contours. Students say the utterance multiple
times, then view their pitch contours in order to
discern broad prosodic patterns in their speech,
and compare them with the native-speaker target.

85% of Hokkaido University students have never
made a phone call in English. They practice simulated telephone calls using GlexaPhone. 17
different recorded prompts are used to create
over 2700 call combinations. All calls are checked
by teaching assistants. Over 96% of students
submit satisfactory assignments. Students prefer
this task because they can be creative and they
perceive they are being graded fairly.

GlexaStory
Online conversation practice can be mundane.
GlexaStory alleviates the monotony by allowing
students to choose the direction of the conversation. 360-degree panoramas with HTML links
may be used, so that students can interact with
the visual scenery and engage in branching, prerecorded conversations. Sometimes all choices
are correct; other times some choices are distractors. Well-prepared students breeze through
the assignment. Sight-seeing activities (both as
visitors and guides) are popular.

Plans
Hokkaido University is replacing its on-site
computer servers and clients during summer 2011.
Hokkaido University selected Glexa for its main
online learning platform. When additional server
capacity is required in the coming years,
Hokkaido University may contract with a costeffective off-campus server-hosting firm. Many
learning experiences will utilize video. New client
computers will have cameras so that students can
practice gestures, posture, and eye contact.

Contact
Questions and comments may be addressed to:
Goh Kawai, PhD, Associate Professor, Center for
Language Learning, Hokkaido University, email:
goh@kawai.com, http://goh.kawai.com/.
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